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Course Objectives
This course combines theory and practice to study learning and human development in educational settings. This is a collaborative partnership involving UCLA students (graduate and undergraduates), children at the UCLA Community School, and the instructional team.

Students are introduced to ethnographic methods (e.g., participant observation) as a mode of inquiry. Building from principles of cultural-historical theories of learning and insights from critical pedagogies we will expand and rethink our understandings of learning, language, culture, gender, and human development. We will probe these theories in relation to our grounded experiences at the UCLA Community School after-school program, and vice-versa, exploring cultural production in human activity. This particular section focuses on gender and culture.

Questions to Guide and Frame our Work
The following questions help guide our reading and discussions this quarter. The point is not to answer the queries definitively, but to use them as touchstones throughout the term so that we may revitalize our thinking about learning, culture and communication.

● How do schools become spaces that expand or limit students’ possibilities for learning, development, creativity and identity formation?
● What role do adults have in reproducing and/or challenging normative assumptions about learning, development, and social and cultural identities?
● What does it mean to treat difference and hybridity as resources for learning and development?
● What does it mean to understand culture, social categories, and human development as socio-historical accomplishments, and how can/do they serve for social reproduction and/or social transformation?

School Holidays (No Site): Observed Holidays will not impact site days. Possible “no site” days TBD.

Required Activities
Grading will be based on a point system, with points allotted for completing the assignments on time and meeting our quality expectations, as indicated below:

I. Attendance and active participation in class is very important for your success in this class. Quality participation is thoughtful intentionally choosing when to speak and when to listen and make room for others to speak. We will discuss our norms for discussion in class. Your aim should be to be a mindful, thoughtful contributor: prepared, having done the assigned readings prior to class, ready to make connections to the reading and to our work at Bruin Club, offering comments that help move forward class discussions and that enhance our collective experience. Observing and listening are important contributions to group processes as well. For full credit you must be on time, attend all classes, and engage thoughtfully and mindfully in class discussions and activities, listen intently to others, and contribute to enhancing the overall group experience. In-class reflections should also demonstrate the ways you are working to make sense of the readings. (20 points)

II. Active participation at Bruin Club, at the UCLA Community School, on Monday OR Wednesday, is also critical for success in this class. You will sign up for one day and should plan to attend that day. During the after-school activities, UCLA students learn, work and play with UCLA Community school students to promote intellectual and social development. Interactions with students occur around art, writing, science, creative play and board games. For full credit, you must be on time, attend weekly! beginning in Week 2, engage actively and thoughtfully with the youth participants, work with your peers in class to design activities for the youth, prepare anything you need beforehand, and make evident how your work at the club is informed by theory. (This will be evident in your weekly assignments, in class writing exercises and in-class conversations, as well as in your

1 At least seven site visits are required. Due to the Monday holiday, the Monday group will miss one week. Wednesday group may miss one week without repercussion, but please let Susy know ahead of time.
III. Weekly assignments. Each week you will be given an assignment that requires you to draw connections between theory and practice, with explicit connection to the activities you engage in at Bruin Club. You must submit a total of SIX written responses. For full credit you must submit these on time, following the guidelines (40 points)

General description of the assignments: The first three weeks you will write what is known in the research world as “field notes.” Your task is to describe, not evaluate or interpret what you see, and reflect on your observations. The aim is for you to check your assumptions, hold your interpretations, and begin by seeing as clearly as you can, from your own vantage point. We will then use what you wrote in class, sharing and comparing, in order to learn to see more expansively as well as in more focused ways, using theory as a lens.

After the first few weeks we will pivot to more design- and theory-intensive homework assignments. Here, our focus will be on using the course theory to understand what happens at Bruin Club, and using our experiences at Bruin Club to deepen our understanding of theory. You should still apply what you learned about fieldnote writing to these tasks – striving to write in rich detail about what you saw/experienced, and checking your own assumptions, thoughts and feelings.

You should incorporate the readings actively in your assignments, in the ways specified in the assignments. You are also encouraged to make connections to other readings, both from our class and other classes you have taken. An important skill in academic writing is to connect one’s ideas to those of others, in substantive and productive ways.

All assignments are due by Friday at noon, except as noted. Late submissions will lose partial credit.

III. Final reflection on learning. Please reflect on your own experiences in this classroom, at Bruin Club, and, perhaps, in education over the course of your career to date. We also invite you to imagine your lives into the future as they continue to unfold, with more learning possibilities ahead. You may present this in any form you choose such as an essay, a video, a blog, poster, a letter to parents, the kids, or future UGps. You may work alone or in a group to complete this assignment.

You might start by thinking about what you were thinking when you entered the class and club for the first time. What histories of learning experiences did you bring into that space? What memories were evoked for you along the way? How has your understanding of children, teaching, learning, language and literacy changed? What do you know now that you didn’t know then? What have you learned/unlearned from Bruin Club this year? What do you want to continue to learn/unlearn? What might you want to remind your future self, ten years from now?

Please anchor your reflection with details of specific incidents that happened at Bruin Club. You must also make substantive and clear references to relevant readings. We will look for deep and substantive reflections on your learning/unlearning, anchored in detailed evidence from site interactions; substantive/appropriate connections to the course readings; and a thoughtful/creative form of representation. Your write up should be 4-5 pages double-spaced. (20 points)

NOTE: All core activities are required for completion of the course (otherwise, an INCOMPLETE will be assigned). Full participation, in the broadest sense, is required if we are to make this a productive intellectual community. Please see Dr. O. for any discrepancies and/or issues regarding the instructional team or grading procedures.

Grading

All core activities are required for completion of the course (otherwise, an INCOMPLETE will be assigned). Full participation, in the broadest sense, is required if we are to make this a productive intellectual community. Please see Dr. O. for any discrepancies and/or issues regarding the instructional team or grading procedures.

Course Themes & Readings

WEEK 1 (September 30 – October 2)

Course Introduction, Theory and Practice


NO BRUIN CLUB THIS WEEK.

Please make sure you do the following:

1. Log onto CCLE
2. Read the syllabus carefully, noting deadlines
3. Fill out the LAUSD volunteer form
4. Secure your TB clearance

Assignment: Learning to see in new ways

In class this week we will introduce you to ways of working as an ensemble, and of using all your senses to take in the world around you. We will also introduce you to the practice of writing field notes. We will engage in guided activities together during class. You will write “notations” about your experience. Your homework assignment is to write up your notes into full field notes, filling at least two single-spaced pages with details about what we did, what you saw, felt, heard, thought and experienced together. Then, re-read your notes and add an additional page of reflection. How does the process of writing (as well as engaging in the ensemble activities) help you to question your own assumptions about teaching and learning, and perhaps “unlearn” some things you took for granted, as Kleinsasser suggests? Consider as well Thorne’s ideas about how to see through the eyes of children. What memories and histories of educational experiences do you bring to these new experiences together? How do you think these may have shaped how you experienced this (un)learning together? What do you think you may learn/unlearn in this course? Due by noon on Friday.

WEEK 2 (October 7 - 9)

Hers/Histories and Imagined Possible Futures


Orellana, M. F. (Forthcoming). Chapter Two (“Entering the field with open hearts and minds”) of Mindful Ethnography: Mind, Heart and Activity for Transformative Social Research.

Recommended


SITE ORIENTATION AT THE UCLA COMMUNITY SCHOOL. (3-5 pm on your assigned day)

Assignment: First impressions of the community and the school

Write out your first impressions of the community and the school. Start with your movement from UCLA (or wherever your trip starts), through the streets of Los Angeles, and to the school. Note your impressions and experiences as you move through those spaces and into the school. What do you see, hear, smell, taste, sense and wonder? What histories may be evident (or not) under the present realities that you view? Write at least two single spaced pages of description of the community and the school. Draw from the readings.

WEEK 3 (October 14 - 16)

Language and Culture: A Critical Analysis of Language, Literacy, and Policy


Recommended


SITE ORIENTATION AT THE UCLA COMMUNITY SCHOOL. (3-5 pm on your assigned day)

Assignment: First impressions of the community and the school

Write out your first impressions of the community and the school. Start with your movement from UCLA (or wherever your trip starts), through the streets of Los Angeles, and to the school. Note your impressions and experiences as you move through those spaces and into the school. What do you see, hear, smell, taste, sense and wonder? What histories may be evident (or not) under the present realities that you view? Write at least two single spaced pages of description of the community and the school. Draw from the readings.
After completing these two pages, step back and ask yourself: What assumptions and interpretations did you make? As in week one, think about how your own histories of experiences may have shaped how you view this space. Review your writing and add additional detail where you glossed things over or made assumptions. (Don’t change what you wrote, but you can add additional “observer comments.”) Think about Thorne’s notions about the viewpoint you bring as an adult, or an older student. Try to see the school from the eyes of youth growing up in this moment in this space. Add a paragraph or two reflecting on what you learned/unlearned from writing, what you revised/edit, and how you tried to see in new ways. In total, you should fill three single-spaced pages of notes/reflections.

WEEK 3  (October 14-16)  Power, authority, and communities of learners


View: Barbara Rogoff video:  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=judFMZsaJaA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=judFMZsaJaA)

**Assignment:**  Constructing our community of learners

How did you experience our first day of Bruin Club? What, specifically did you do with youth? Try to capture a moment in this space. Did you feel tagged to try to control learning, versus guiding in search of initiative (as per Paradise et al.)? How did you experience power and authority being enacted here? (As throughout the course, keep an eye on gender and other categories of difference.) What did you do to participate in creating a community of learners, as Rogoff describes? How did you experience this space?

Add reflection as per Weeks 1 and 2.

WEEK 4  (October 21-23)  Collaborative inquiry learning


**Recommended readings:**


 Assignment:  What kinds of collaborative inquiry learning have you witnessed at Bruin Club? Select a video clip of a particular interaction. (We will model this in class.) Look closely. Consider any or all of these questions: Who initiated the activities, how? Who participated, in what ways? How did participants engage their whole bodies in these collaborative processes? How did they use language as a tool for participation? How did the activities unfold? What kinds of supports did they provide? What efforts were made to critically analyze the work? Describe in detail a few interactions. At always, reflect on what you were/were not able to see and what more you would like to know.

WEEK 5  (October 28-30)  Sociocultural Theory: Culture, Learning & Development


**Assignment:**  Identify a moment or moments at Bruin Club in which you acted as a sociocultural mediator, or observed others doing so. What specifically did you (or they) do to mediate learning? What kinds of supports did they provide? What efforts were made to work within children’s zones of proximal development, and to support them in stretching beyond? At always, provide rich details and reflect on your observations. Working with video will make this easier.

WEEK 6  (November 6-8)  Sociocultural Theory II: Gender, Identity & Intersectionality


Additional readings TBD.

**Recommended readings:**


**Assignment:**  How has gender been salient to you at Bruin Club? What kinds of gendered interactions have you seen? Apply your understanding of intersectionality and the performance of gendered/racialized identities to what you see at Bruin Club. What have you seen, heard, noticed, and wondered? What do you wonder about children's developing understandings of gender, race and identity? Beyond general wonderings, please zoom in on a specific incident or incident, or conversation, to step out of your own perspective and ground your understandings.

WEEK 7  (November 13-15)  Sociocultural Theory III: Play & Learning

NO BRUIN CLUB ON MONDAY THIS WEEK


Recommended:
Additional readings TBD.

Assignment: Learning in play
Focus on one activity involving play at Brain Club. If possible, view this activity on video (as per last week’s sessions). First, describe the activity in close detail, using what you have learned about field note writing to provide a rich description while checking your own assumptions, and following the questions for last week’s assignment. Think about the skills and strategies that this kind of play both demands, and arguably, develops. What kind of language and literacy is involved in this play? What do you think Vygotsky, Hirsh-Pasek, and Franco et al would say about the learning that happens in this play?

WEEK 8  (November 20-22)  Gender & Play
Taub, Lora E. Playing with Gender: Children and Computers in the 5th Dimension. Department of Communication, UCSD.


Recommended

Assignment: We have focused on the learning that happens through play. How do you see children learning about gender (and other social categories, or intersectional identities) in and through play? What have you done to mediate their understanding? Describe specific interactions.

WEEK 9  (November 22; No class on Wednesday, Nov. 29)  Constructing Difference


Assignment:
Work with any topic from previous weeks. Look across your notes and observations and connect to this week’s readings on the construction of difference.

WEEK 10  (December 2 and 4)  Imagined Possible Futures


FINAL CELEBRATION ON WEDNESDAY DECEMBER